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Angry birds transformers game part 1

Angry Birds Transformers takes us back to Piggy Island, which is destroyed by the evil EggSpark. In this Let's Play style video, we set out to save our loyal team bumblebee! Follow along as we get acquainted with the characters and this side scrolling - shooting style - gameplay. Oh, and prepare for a lot of explosions! We hope you enjoy this Angry Birds Transformers video and
welcome the comments below. For more information, see videos here. Don't forget to join our Transformers Forum. Angry birds and transformers collide in this action packed, 3D shoot of 'em up adventures! EggSpark has transformed eggs into cracked robots that destroy piggy island, but who can stop them?! Autobirds, ROLL OUT! Watch the trailer Radical characters! Can you
imagine Red as Optimus Prime and King Pig as Megatron? Well imagine no more - they're here! Supercharged powers! Collect Energon to upgrade your transformers with super powerful weapons and high-tech skills! Team up with friends! Recruit your friends and use your transformers in your game. Get ready for some tag-team action, yo! Vince DiCola and Kenny Meriedeth
infuse transformers soundtrack with some authentic 80s synth grooves. Check it out through the links below! Platforms available for: iOS (7 or later) and Android (4.0 and later) Category: Games Seller: Rovio Entertainment Ltd © Rovio Entertainment Ltd.
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